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Each portfolio page for the individual film 
projects that you submit to Pamoja should 
include*: 
• 1. Your role;
• 2. The number and title of your film or clip

and its length;
• 3. The URL of your film or clip;
• 4.  A statement of your creative filmmaker

intentions and your influence and/or
inspiration;

• 5. A balance of written and visual evidence
documenting your INQUIRY, ACTION, and
REFLECTION process.

In addition, all documentation must be typed in 
a legible, sans serif 12-point font and your 
document should be saved as follows: 

Last name_First name_Cohort_FPA.
* Please note: you will eventually put all of your films in one up to 9

minute reel and all of your written and visual commentary

documentation in one 9-page document that will have a Cover Page

containing your URL and a Table of Contents (see exemplar).



STATEMENT OF FILMMAKER INTENTIONS:
This is one of the most important sections of your entire 
portfolio. Spend time crafting it to make sure it clearly 
identifies the following:
• 1. The name of your clip and the role you are adopting;
• 2. Your specific and CREATIVE filmmaker intentions in

that role;
• 3. Whose work or what technique, style, movement,

genre or approach you are inspired by; and
• 4. What you want your film or clip to achieve as a result

of exploring your filmmaker intentions.
Please note: Students can have one filmmaker intention for one role, 
and explore that intention in three different clips, or have a different 
intention for that role in each of the clips.



EXAMPLE OF A STATEMENT OF FILMMAKER INTENTIONS:
In my clip “Out of Place,” I want to work as a director to explore using symmetry and overhead shots in mise-en-
scene as effective and impactful visual techniques. I have been inspired by Wes Anderson’s work in Moonrise 
Kingdom and The Grand Budapest Hotel and the way in which he often centers his characters and objects in the 
frame, and frequently uses overhead shots.  My hope is to creatively explore how symmetrical and overhead 
composition in mise-en-scene can convey meaning, especially about character and setting.



INQUIRY, 
ACTION, AND
REFLECTION 
PROCESS: 
According to IB, 
all students 
need to 
undertake this 
process for 
assessment: 

1. INQUIRY:  Commentary and Visual Documentation
This section should offer a BALANCE of written and visual 
documentation that includes: 
• A thoughtful, well-developed statement of creative filmmaker

intentions;
• Concrete evidence of the research you’ve done into the production

role you will be working in and whose work or what technique,
style, movement, genre, or approach you have been influenced or
inspired by, through parenthetical citations and other references on
a Works Cited page;

• Your pre-production planning and organizational approach and how
you intend to creatively explore your filmmaker intentions in your
production role;

• Visual evidence of your pre-production planning that supports your
production role and filmmaker intentions: research, scripts,
storyboards, shot lists, location scouts, test shoots, and casting notes
are most appropriate here, depending on your role.

2. ACTION: Commentary and Visual Documentation:
This section should offer a BALANCE of written and visual documentation 
that includes:
• Discussing details of your creative exploration into your production

role, highlighting the skills and techniques you are learning and using to
achieve your filmmaker intentions and evaluating how your production
approach and process has impacted your learning and understanding of
your production role;

• Evaluating moment(s) where you encountered a problem related to
your production role and how you solved that problem;

• Making sure that any audio/visual material used is ORIGINAL and that
you document its creation. (Please note:  if you work with another
student in your school you MUST play a part in its creation. In addition,
work with adults or students outside your school, and work that has
already been created prior to beginning work on your production will
NOT be accepted).

• Providing visual evidence from the film shoot that supports your
production role and filmmaker intentions, and demonstrates your
understanding of that role; camera logs, behind the scenes
photographs, before/after set décor, shooting scripts, and/or other on-
set/location items are most appropriate here, depending on your role.

3. REFLECTION:  Commentary and Visual Documentation:
This section should offer a BALANCE of written and visual documentation that includes:
• Reflecting on and evaluating what you have learned about the production role you have worked in through a consideration of the successes and

challenges you experienced;
• Evaluating to what extent you have fulfilled your filmmaker intentions and how you have grown as a filmmaker through your experience in this

production role;
• Evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of your approach and final work and what you might do again and differently if given the opportunity;
• Submitting a Works Cited page which lists all research materials that you used to help complete the project (including but not limited to books,

articles, and websites).



Mark Descriptor Possible 
characteristics

0 The work does not reach a standard described by the descriptors below.

1 This work is limited.
•The portfolio pages and supporting evidence provide an undeveloped or 
incomplete outline of the student’s research, creative explorations and 
production work, or the student’s understanding of the specific film production 
role is inaccurate, irrelevant or unclear.

Basic
Incomplete
Ineffective

Rudimentary
Superficial

2 This work is adequate.
•The portfolio pages and supporting evidence provide a description of how the 
student’s research, creative explorations and production work, led by their 
filmmaker intentions, contributed to a mostly relevant or appropriate 
understanding of the specific film production role.

Acceptable
Reasonable

Standard
Suitable

Sufficient
Typical

3 This work is good.
•The portfolio pages and supporting evidence provide a detailed and informative 
explanation of how the student’s research, creative explorations and production 
work, led by their filmmaker intentions, contributed to an accurate and relevant 
understanding of the specific film production role.

Competent
Balanced
Proficient
Relevant

Thoughtful

4 This work is excellent.
•The portfolio pages and supporting evidence provide a compelling and 
discerning evaluation of how the student’s research, creative explorations and 
production work, led by their filmmaker intentions, contributed to a highly 
appropriate understanding of the specific film production role.

Compelling
Finessed
Honed

Insightful
Mature

Sophisticated

A. 
Portfolio 
Pages

Evidence: 
Portfolio 
pages 
and 
Sources

To what extent 
does the student 
evaluate how 
their research, 
creative 
explorations, and 
production work, 
led by filmmaker 
intentions, have 
shaped their 
understanding of 
the chosen 
production role?

sutherlandd
Highlight



Mark Descriptor Possible 
characteristics

0 The work does not reach a standard described by the descriptors below.

1 This work is limited.
•The film or collection of film clips demonstrate(s) an undeveloped level of 
ability in the student’s production skills, as appropriate to the one film 
production role. The student’s use of skills, techniques and/or approaches 
are rudimentary and the results are ineffective.

Basic
Ineffective

Rudimentary
Unsuccessful

2 This work is adequate.
•The film or collection of film clips demonstrate(s) an acceptable level of 
ability in the student’s production skills, as appropriate to the one film 
production role. Some relevant skills, techniques and/or approaches are 
applied, but these are underdeveloped.

Acceptable
Standard
Sufficient

Typical

3 This work is good.
•The film or collection of film clips demonstrate(s) a competent level of 
proficiency in the student’s production skills, as appropriate to the one film 
production role. Relevant skills, techniques and/or approaches are applied in 
a clear and suitable manner.

Capable
Clear

Effective
Robust

4 This work is excellent.
•The film or collection of film clips demonstrate(s) a sophisticated level of 
proficiency in the student’s production skills, as appropriate to the one film 
production role. Relevant skills, techniques and/or approaches are applied in 
a highly effective manner.

Accomplished
Finessed
Honed
Refined

B. 
The Film 
Reel 

Evidence:
Film Reel

To what 
extent does 
the student 
demonstrate 
skills in the 
chosen 
production 
role?

Students who exceed the 
maximum time limit should be 
informed that the moderator 
will stop watching after 
3 minutes (excluding the black 
slate) and assess the work based 
only on those 3 minutes.



Please use this checklist BEFORE submitting your work to make sure you have followed 
all the directions and met all the requirements

Stated your role and provided 
clearly stated creative filmmaker 
intentions and who or what they 

were inspired and influenced 
by?

Creatively explored your role 
and come to understand  the 

techniques, strategies, methods, 
and approaches needed to fulfill 

it?

Thoughtfully evaluated how well 
you have fulfilled your filmmaker 

intentions?  (NOTE: the 
strongest  portfolios contain 

some kind of reflection in the 
Inquiry and Action as well as the 

Reflection stages.)

Provided an informative and 
balanced discussion and 
presentation of your pre-

production, production, and 
post production work in the role 

you’ve adopted?

Have you?





The Production Projects and Picking the right 
role to go with them

Before randomly selecting 
production roles, students will want 

to consider the upcoming 
production assignments that may 

influence role selection:

Role 1 will involve the first three 
production assignments in Year 

One:

Meet My___________Montage
(one minute montage)

Dinner With…
(one minute dinner scene 

using expressionistic approaches)

Space Chase
(one minute chase scene)

Role 2 will involve the second three 
production assignments in Year 

One:

3 Genre
(three short scenes 

involving a gift using the same 
premise)

Diegetic/Non-Diegetic
(a sound project involving a 

spy-themed handoff scene)

Experimental 
(one minute experimental 

film)
Role 3 will involve the last film 

production assignment in Year Two:

Complete Film
(student’s choice, no longer 
than three minutes)

So, moving forward, the first role 
you select (ROLE 1) will focus on the 
first three productions.  The second 
role you select (ROLE 2) will involve 
the second three productions.  The 
third role you select (ROLE 3) will 

involve the last production.
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